
              

 

     

 Name          

           

                   

 Date          

           

                   

 Teacher          

           

 Explanation of Progress:          

 1 = Exceeds age level expectations          

 2 = Meets age level expectations      Progress Report                                                                     
Kindergarten 

 3 = Shows progress      

 4 = Needs practice          

 5 = Not yet covered          

           

 Life Skills/Social Development   1st 2nd   Language Development   1st 2nd 

 Follows directions         Can write first name           

 Works an plays well independently         Can write last name           

 Works and plays well in a group         Identifies upper and lower case letters           

 Willing to try new things         Can write upper and lower case letters           

          Verbalizes letter sounds           

 Pre-Writing/Fine Motor Skills   1st 2nd   Can name days of the week           

 Holds crayon/pencil correctly         Can name months of the year           

 Can color inside the lines         Can follow multi-step directions           

 Holds scissors properly         Can memorize verses and pledge           

 Can cut a straight line         Distinguishes & produces rhyming words           

 Can cut out an object         Retells key elements of stories           

                  Can write a simple sentence          

 Bible   1st 2nd          Reads short consonant/vowel/consonant (cvc) words          

 Knows the Bible is God's word and is true         Recognizes high frequency words          

 Knows God created the world           

 Knows Jesus is God's son           

 Can retell Bible stories             

           

           

           

           



      Teacher’s Signature: __________________________________________ 
      *Parent / Teacher conferences are available upon request.  Please call if you would like to schedule one. 

 

           

 Math/Science   1st 2nd   Gross Motor Skills  1st 2nd 

 Can count to ______(goal is to 100)         Runs    

 Recognizes numbers ______ (goal is 100)         Hops    

 Can count by 10s to ______ (goal is to 100)                 Skips    

 Can count by 5s to   _____ (goal  is 100)                 Balances    

 Can count by 2s to             (goal is 20)             

 Recognizes basic 2D geometric shapes         Spanish  1st 2nd 

 Recognizes basic 3D geometric shapes                  Can count to _______  (goal is 10)      

 Can identify basic colors                  Knows Colors in Spanish      

 Can sort objects             

 Continues a pattern         Music/PE  1st 2nd 

 Can create a pattern                  Participates in Music      

 Writes numbers 1 to ______ (goal is 100)                  Participates in PE      

 Can add simple numbers             

 Can subtract simple numbers             

 Can identify ordinal numbers (1st, 2nd)            

 Can recognize time by hour             

 Recognizes coins             

 Recognizes and reads picture graphs             

 Can use non-standard units of measure             

 Understands science concepts / processes             

 ex. Cause/effect, predictions, estimations            

           

         Comments:                        


